Abstract-Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a kind of learning machine for simulation or prediction. In this paper, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to forecast daily river flow and the results of these models are compared with observed daily values. Daily river flow data On Ghara-soo river in north of Iran are used in this study. The daily flow and rain data of station on Ghara-soo as exit discharge and three station of this Catchment Names: shast kalate, ziyarat and Kurd kuy are used to train and test the developed models. The observed data that are used in this study start from 1992 to 2010 in 18 year's period (6550 days). 75% of the whole data set are used for training the models and 25% of the whole data set are used for testing step. In this regard, five kind of different input data that affect the river flow has been identified and based on this method, the river flow is predicted. In this research, predicted data are compared with actual data through the RMSE index. For checking of proposed model performance in river flow forecasting, the information of Ghara-soo River has been used. The comparison shows that the proposed method yields a high accuracy in the prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Computational Intelligence (CI) is applied to solve problems for some physical processes with nonlinear relations. Use of data, extraction of relations between them and generalizing in other situations are the basic of intelligent method. Most important methods such as: Artificial neural network, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm and a new one, called support vector machine (SVM) are used. Support vector machine (SVM) is one of the newest methods that has attracted many researchers in various scientific fields. On the other hand, one of the important issues in water resources management is to recognize the correct quantity of flow rate in short term and long term in the future to manage consumption. The purpose of this article is to forecast flow with support vector machine (SVM) approach. Ghara-soo River is the case study and Ghara-soo river data is used for this article. [1] , [2] II. CASE STUDY AREA AND DATA Ghara-soo River basin is in Golestan province, northeast M. Katouzi is with the Young researchers club, Islamic Azad University buinzahra Branch, Iran (e-mail: mahya.katouzi@yahoo.com).
Abdulhamid Mehrabi is with Mapna Group, Mapna md1, Guarantee manager, Chabahar, Iran (e-mail: mehrabi_a@mapnamd1.com) of Iran. This basin is located (54) to (54-45) east latitude and (36-36) to (36-59) north longitude. Basin area is 1678.1 km2. Maximum height of this basin is 3200 meters from sea level and the length of Main River is 108.005 km. Fig. 1 shows the natural plan and location of Ghara-soo River. More than 4 rain measurement stations are existed over this river, but because of lack of statistics for all stations, in this research 4 stations are used. Gharasoo station as exit discharge of this basin and Ziarat, Shastkalateh and Kordkooy as input of this basin in three different locations Table I . [3] , [4] Fig. 2 shows daily flow hydrograph of Gharasoo River for training period and Fig. 3 shows daily flow hydrograph of Gharasoo River for test period. [3] , [4] Daily Discharge Forecasting Using Support Vector Machine Mahdi Moharrampour, Abdulhamid Mehrabi, and Mahya Katouzi 
IV. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Support Vector Machines is based on statistical learning theory. According to the Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) principle, the generalization ability of learning machines depends more on capacity concepts than merely the dimensionality of the space or the number of free parameters of the loss function Thus, for a given set of observations (x1, y1), . . ., (xn, yn), the SRM principle chooses the function fb* in the subset, for which the guaranteed risk bound, as given by Eq. (1) below, is minimal. In other words, the actual risk is controlled by the two terms given in Eq. (1):
where the first term is an estimate of the risk and the second term is the confidence interval for this estimate. The parameter h is called the VC dimension (named after Vapnik and Chervonenkis) of a set of functions. It can be seen as the measure of the capability of a set of functions implemental by the learning machine to best approximate the problem. SVM is an approximate implementation of the SRM principle. The final approximating function used in SVM for regression is of the form Optimal values of , C and the kernel-specific parameters are to be used for the finalregression estimation. Currently, identification of optimal values for these parameters is mainly conducted on a trial and error process.
As well as the -insensitive loss function, a quadratic loss function ( = 0) may also be used. In this study, the quadratic loss function is preferred over the -insensitive loss function as the former is less computer memory intensive [1] , [2] .
V. DESIGN AND PRODUCE THE SIMULATION MODEL BY SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Selection of number and type of model input parameters is so important for SVM training. Since, there is no constant path in SVM input structure, other articles results can help. Accordingly, five below patterns are investigated: Of course other patterns were built, but result of everyone is so near to our 5 patterns, so we do not repeat them here again.
RMSE parameter is calculated for performance evaluation of these patterns according to training data. The results are shown in Table II As seen in this table, minimum RMSE is for pattern 1. So, pattern 1 could be the best pattern for river flow forecasting. Fig. 4 shows a comparison between model output according to test data and real data. RMSE is about 0.034401 here. 
VI. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR SVM MODEL INPUTS
After selecting a SVM pattern, SVM parameters should be selected too. SVM model of this case study has one output and many variable inputs (according to patterns). Kernel function selection depends on training data volume and feature vector dimensions. In other words, one Kernel function shall be selected to have learning ability of input data according to parameters. Four type of Kernel function are used for this paper; linear, polynomial, hyperbolic tangent and Gaussian (RBF) Kernel. Table 3 shows the usual Kernel's equations and table4 shows the results of RMSE for a same input and output for pattern No. one [5] . 
, ( As seen in Table II , Gaussian (RBF) Kernel has the best results and this type of function is used for river flow forecasting in this paper.
In SVM modeling with LIBSVM software, the goal is to obtain C and γ. For obtaining the proper C and γ, network searching algorithm is used. For this goal, one of the parameters is supposed as a constant and the other is changed to find the minimum of RMSE for the specified Kernel function. After that the parameters are changed (The second parameter as a constant and the first is changed.). So sensitivity of Kernel is measured to both parameters. Table (3) shows a sample for network searching algorithm. For the best result in this paper (pattern one with Gaussian Kernel) C is obtained 0.001 and γ is obtained 10000.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper is shown application of support vector machines (SVMs) in predicting daily flows. These prediction capabilities will complement the existing effort in water resource management of the Gharasoo River Basin. In this study first pattern is the best pattern because of its minimum error. Of course, if minimum error and minimum parameters were important for research, the best result would be obtained from pattern No. 4. The approach considers that river flow forecasting mostly depends on last day flow and flow of two days before in Gharasoo River. SVMs are machine learning methodology that have important features including the fact that requirement on kernel and the nature of the optimization problem results in global optima avoiding the danger converging to a local optima. Moreover, the predictions from SVM offer special advantages as compared to other machine learning techniques like ANN. Unlike ANN, SVM does not require the architecture .The structural risk minimization principle gives SVM the desirable property to generalize well in the unseen data. The dual representation offers the unique advantage of ease in dealing with the high-dimensional input vectors without loss of both generalization accuracy and computational efficiency. The optimization problem formulated for SVM is always uniquely solvable and, thus, does not suffer from the limitation of ways of regularization as in ANN, which may lead them to local minima. Programming in LIBSVM is too easy and too short, so processing is too much fast. SVMs are not without weakness: kernel selections as well as SVM hyper-parameters (C and) are still heuristic. Publication process. 
